Want that RETRO look?

Nantucket Sinks now offers a variety of utility basins – Deep basins allow for large gallon capacity for
maximum function. Multiple sizes in both cast iron from our new Anchor Collection and 16 Gauge stainless
steel. These materials deliver unparalleled dependability for years of use. Center drain location provides
optimal drainage. Ideal for use in your laundry room, mud room or your kitchen!

(The CI-2218W - left and the CI-2418W - right.)

Introducing...From our NEW Anchor Collection,
the CI-2418W and the CI-2218W Sinks.

As part of our New Anchor collection, either of
these wall mounted sinks will be a beautiful accent
for your home. These vintage cast iron utility sinks
are perfect not only for functionality but also as
space savers.
The white enamel glaze coating protects against
scratching, chipping and burning. Each sink has a
3 inch drain hole and 2 pre-drilled holes for faucet
installation. Mounting bracket(s) are included for
each. These sinks have a polished stainless steel rim
adding to their own uniqueness. Dimensions may
vary slightly from actual. Both are cUPC certified
and include a limited lifetime warranty.

(The SR2522-12-16 - left and the SR2318-12-16 - right.)

For stainless steel lovers - there are
the SR2522-12-16 and the SR2318-12-16.

Either of these small radius stainless steel sinks
from our Pro Series Collection has a fresh modern,
industrial look while providing a lifetime of
space-saving functionality. Fabricated from
premium gauge T-304 stainless steel for maximum
durability, the deep basin on each sink easily
accommodates dishes or laundry.
The bottom of each has channel grooves to divert
water for proper drainage. These sinks have thick
rubber dampening pads to limit sound. Their
finishing process helps keep our stainless steel
corrosion-resistant to rust and oxidation. The satin
finish makes daily maintenance a simple rinse!

For more information about these products and more,
visit our website www.nantucketsinksusa.com

